
Boston painted Black – 2 wins at Head of the Charles 
 
By the globally recognised measure of the greatest rowing club on earth (“% of athletes 
entered who returned with winners medals not including one club with one sculler), MBC 
once again proved to be the “grande fromage” with 2 wins and titles retained in both the 
men’s masters (40s) and men’s senior masters (50s) eights. 
 
We had reporter/rowers in every boat and what follows is a completely  
 censored record of all out of the boat activities, but accurate for what happened on the 
water.  
 
50s Eight Men (reporter Matt Brittin) 
 
Crew ; Cox Martin Haycock, Str Clive Robert, 7 James Wright 6 Guy Pooley 5 Harvey 
Worden 4 Matt Brittin 3 Richard Shirley 2 Joe Michels Bow Malcolm McGowan 
 
Starting first  after last year's narrow win it looked ominous for the opposition from the off. 
The commentator was soon announcing “strong lead, excellent technique, precision timing”.  
The 9 men in black sent GoPro laden Marin, plucky London, exotic Palm Beach and the rest 
of the finest field the event has ever seen, towards the horizon with each freshly squeezed 
finish. 

 
Martin on vocals and strings slipped the Hudson Shark shell round the tightest bend at 

Weeks Bridge with minimum loss of speed, and caffeineated Clive at stroke took the crew 

over at a lively 34, with James  at seven building a bulletproof rhythm, brick by brick.  
LegEndary Chemist Doctor Pooley at six brought the explosive elements of middle four 
together. A lethal cocktail of Harvey  ‘Wallbanger’ Worden, Matt ‘Brexit means Exit’ Brittin 
and Rich ‘Don’t even think of calling me’ Shirley plus a catalyst of Dynamite Zinfandel. 
Secondary strokeman and colonial Leg-end Joe  cranked the rate up from the two seat 
whilst  Malcolm  in the bow seat sent his signature puddles down (he literally signs each 
one, such are his talents) 

 
Tanks totally emptied at the finish line, a winning margin of 20s over Marin and  a new  
course record were the rewards for a super campaign and final race of the season. 

 
50s Eight Women (reporter Liz Bernard) 
 
Crew; Cox  Anjte Flanders, Str Liz Bernard, 7 Mo Holden, 6 Jo Lloyd, 5 Fe Wood, 4 

Beate Tenberg Spang, 3 Caroline Wingrove, 2 Kathy Mongomery, Bow Kerstin Hendrix 

The Women’s Masters group decided a few months ago that 2016 was the year they would 
try to go to Boston to race at the HOCR!  After having had our application accepted, booked 
our flights we started training. We had Gabby and Pete Robinson helping with the coaching 
and we were fortunate enough to have Adrian Ellison coxing and his encouragement really 
inspired us, and the reality of actually going kicked in.  Before we knew it we were on the 
flight to Boston. We borrowed a boat and oars from UMASS, who were so welcoming and 
friendly, and gave us lots of advice.  We borrowed a local cox too.  Anjte was absolutely 
fantastic and steered a mean course, guiding us through those bridges and round those 
bends with expertise.   We hadn’t any great expectations apart from getting down the course 
and not coming last!!  We had a great race, actually overtaking a boat and no boat went past 
us!  We came in 34th, but we did beat 8 other crews.  We all loved the whole experience and 
we now have laid down the marker for future years! 
 
 



 
50s mens four (reporter Gavin Stewart) 
 
Crew  ; Cox Jen Wainer , Str Gavin Stewart, 3 Johnnie Cooper, 2 Richard Manners, 
Bow Hugh Pelham 

 
Eventful is the word that best sums up the 50s 4+ HoC race experience. The bare facts - 4 
separate starts; 8 boats passed; impeded by 2, both of whom were penalised; 65s of 
penalties ourselves (for going over the green buoys to get past the first impeding boat); and 
a major crash under Weeks Bridge (the second impeding boat) - are impressive enough and 
will improve in their future telling. In between. we had a lovely row, and a wonderful 
experience taking part in this fantastic and impressively inclusive regatta.  
 
To get here involved the gradual rehabilitation of my catch after 20yrs of cryogenic storage 
and building of the  team of Hugh Pelham (who I last rowed with in the 1988 Boat Race), 
Richard Manners (who I was in the GB squad for 4yrs without us ever really rowing together) 
and Johnny Cooper (injecting large amounts of patience and sanity) pulled us along, while I 
tried to set a half decent rhythm(!?) and Jen Wainer steered us expertly (and was 
scrupulously polite about my timing).  
 
It was an absolute pleasure to row in, and for me an exquisite experience of re-learning and 
remembering. This year was my introduction to the Leg-Ends, and I think it's raised the bar 
of what 40+ rowing can achieve.   
 
40s mens fours (reporter Tom Middleton) 
 
Crew; Cox Hannah Watkins, Str Tom Middleton, 3 Jonny Searle, 2 Tom Anderson, 
Bow Ed Bellamy 
 
A slightly frustrating campaign for the HoC this year somewhat disrupted by injury. The race 
itself   was pretty reasonable but not good enough to hold onto the title won in convincing 
fashion in 2015. Blustery conditions saw us holding well for the first two markers (around half 
way) in second place, and within a few seconds of the lead. It was clear the leading few 
boats in terms of start order were all pretty close battling hard for the title. During the second 
half of the race the little pack behind us began to close and as we stared in to the energy 
tanks it was clear that the strict Bostonian diet we had been following could offer not further 
support. With deleted tanks we ended up 4th although still managed to drag our weary 
bodies out for a beer or two with the rest of the group. 
 
40s men’s eight (reporter Dave Gillard) 

 

Crew ; Cox Neil Chugani, Str Artour Samsanov, 7 Simon Fieldhouse 6 Dave Gillard 5 
Bobby Thatcher 4 Roberto Blanda 3 Berend Van Wachem 2 Marc Weber  Andrew 
Brennan 
 

After the front-loaded, brutal (but effective)  style of 2015, this year’s 40+ crew had 6 
changes and aimed for silky rhythm with a kick and a more even-paced race profile. 
Preparation was rocky with two withdrawals, one in the week of the race. But every cloud 
has a silver lining, and ours were Monkey and Bobby. 
 
With our first full crew paddle on Friday morning hopes were high, but the voice of 
experience chattered in the back of our minds - crews with this little preparation don’t often 
deliver. The practice pieces were solid and legendary string-puller Neil had us recording 



faster pace than the previous year on GPS measurements. Confidence boosted. 
 
On race day we held back for the downpour to stop before boating. We started our first 
warm-up piece, 2 minutes at r22 moving to 24 at a lively 27… the boat was up for this one. 
As we arrived into the start area we saw all the other crews were marshalled already, which 
unfortunately must have meant they had got soaked in the rain. Bow 1 glided to the front. 
Just enough time for checks and tops and then “Moseley ready” and we were off. 37… 
striding to 35, then 34… what headwind? Rhythm hit, line sweet, cover maintained - almost 
flawless execution. The top US challenger solid, but no match. The Canadians had moved-
on with post-Rio recruitment, but not enough. We opened the margin from last year to win 
convincingly by 7s. 
 
And finally….. 
 
Suffice it to say that a combination of a German bierkeller and other drinking establishments, 
singing, martini and IPA chasers, and Italians leading the Dutch astray, the evening 
faded,appropriately enough,  into black. 
 
This years MBC trip to the HoC was the largest number in terms of athletes and that meant 
the team effort to support our trip was significant. It all went like clockwork and outside those 
thanked  by individual reporters,  can we given special mention to our friends  from Resolute 
and Hudson boats and our finishing coach Phil who did some sessions that were invaluable 
in getting all those rowing to squeeze out those extra seconds needed.  

 
 
Ian McNuff 


